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Islands within an island: origins, diversification, and endemism of the montane flora 
of Hispaniola 
 
Introduction: Tropical islands are disproportionately biodiverse relative to the land area 
they occupy, and rates of endemism on islands are generally higher than in continental 
systems1. This exceptional diversity, coupled with their relative simplicity, makes islands 
an appealing study systems for biologists interested in understanding factors influencing 
species distributions and lineage diversification. A half-century of research across diverse 
taxonomic groups and island systems has allowed for MacArthur and Wilson’s 
equilibrium theory of island biogeography to be tested, refined and expanded into 
powerful and generally valid framework for understanding patterns of species richness in 
insular systems2. Compared to more complex continental systems, patterns of diversity 
on islands can generally be explained with straightforward models: rates of immigration, 
speciation and extinction should and usually do vary predictably in response to island 
size, location, and age.  
As proposed by MacArthur and Wilson in their seminal work on the topic3, the principles 
of island biogeography have been readily applied to other systems of patchily distributed 
habitat types, such as caves4, ponds5, and even flowering plant inflorescences6. Among 
these “habitat islands,” no system has received more attention from biogeographers than 
mountains7. Like tropical islands, mountains harbor disproportionately high species 
richness and endemism relative to the land area they occupy and are home to some of the 
most rapidly diversifying lineages on Earth8. Further, evidence shows that the insular 
nature of montane habitats plays a critical role promoting speciation and constraining 
species ranges in the lineages that occupy them. Like oceanic islands, these “sky islands” 
are powerful systems for understanding biogeography and speciation.   
Although islands and mountains are both major contributors to global biodiversity and 
patterns of species richness and endemism in each are governed by similar principles, few 
studies have examined the role of mountains as centers of diversity within islands. This 
gap in our knowledge is significant because montane habitats on islands contribute 
proportionally more diversity to regional pools than their continental counterparts and 
they are generally small and highly fragmented, making their biota particularly 
susceptible to extinction9. Further, because mountains on oceanic islands are discrete 
physiographic units and the landmasses they occur have shorter geologic histories than 
continents, they are tractable systems for the study of biogeography. Compared to 
mountains on continents, which have extensive biotic interchange with adjacent regions, 
mountains on islands interact with a relatively small species pool, allowing for 
contributions of immigration, speciation, and extinction to be robustly inferred. Studying 
this is critical for improving our understanding the factors contributing to the exceptional 
endemism and richness of these mountains.  
Study system and methods: I seek to improve our understanding of how lineages 
diversify in montane habitats on islands by studying the evolutionary history of 
prominent groups of vascular plants on the Caribbean island of Hispaniola. Hispaniola is 
an excellent system to carry out this work for several reasons: it is an oceanic island with 
a well-characterized geologic history, it contains five distinct mountain ranges, the flora 
is moderately diverse and relatively well studied, and I have carried out considerable lab 
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and field work related to this project. The funding 
requested in this proposal would provide support 
for herbarium study and fieldwork in the 
Dominican Republic; for information on funding 
sources for other components of this project, 
please see the attached budget.  

Objectives: The principal objective of this work 
is to address the following questions: 1) are 
montane taxa on islands more frequently derived 
from adjacent lowland lineages or long-distance 
immigrants from montane source areas? 2) do distance and source/target size predict rates 
of dispersal between mountain ranges on an island? 3) are species-rich clades within 
insular mountain systems more commonly generated by in situ diversification or multiple 
colonization events from source areas? 4) do large insular mountain systems harbor a 
higher percentage of endemism than smaller ones? and 5) how do these patterns vary 
with the dispersal capacity of the organisms being studied?  

Taxon sampling- I propose to generate comprehensive phylogenies for Hispaniolan 
representatives of six major vascular plant families with sampling across the island’s five 
principal mountain ranges. This study will focus on one family of lycophytes 
(Lycopodiaceae, 53 spp. on Hispaniola), two families of ferns (Aspleniaceae, 89 spp., and 
Dryopteridaceae, 105 spp.), and three families of angiosperms (Bromeliaceae, 62 spp., 
Melastomataceae, 177 spp., and Urticaceae, 128 spp.). I selected these families because 
they are diverse in Hispaniolan montane forests, broadly distributed in tropical America, 
vary conspicuously in their mode of dispersal, and considerable DNA sequence data are 
available for each. To guide sampling efforts, I have used collections data and taxonomic 
monographs to generate species lists of the taxa in each family that occur in each of the 
five principal mountain ranges of Hispaniola and to group species by their method of 
dispersal and approximate propagule size.  

Field work and herbarium study- To comprehensively sample these taxa across their 
range on Hispaniola, I will rely on a combination of fieldwork and sampling of herbarium 
specimens. Fieldwork will be conducted at three field sites in each of the five principal 
mountain ranges in Hispaniola: a total of eight sites in the Dominican Republic and six 
sites in Haiti. I have already collected specimens from three sites in the Dominican 
Republic; the remaining five sites—which would be the focus of the work funded here—
are indicated in Figure 1. All members of the target families will be collected during 2–3 
day trips at each site, voucher specimens will be prepared and deposited at 3–5 herbaria 
and leaf material will be dried with silica gel for molecular analyses. Fieldwork will be 
done in collaboration with local botanists Brigido Peguero and Teodoro Clase (Jardín 
Botánico de Santo Domingo) under permit #VAPD-06/28. Following fieldwork, I will 
examine specimens of these groups at three herbaria with robust holdings of Hispaniolan 
plants (FLAS, JBSD, NY) to sample material of species not collected in the field 
(especially non-montane taxa) and related non-Hispaniolan species for later analyses. 

Sequence data and phylogenomic analyses- Sequence data will be generated using a 
Hyb-Seq approach in order to generate data from ~450 low-copy nuclear loci (using the 
GoFlag target capture probe set developed as part of the project on which I am currently a 

Figure 1. Topographical map of Hispaniola with proposed study sites indicated 
with red arrows. 
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postdoc9) as well as whole plastomes via genome skimming. This approach is powerful 
because the nuclear loci provide enough data to resolve low-level divergences and the 
plastome data can be used place the study taxa in a broader phylogenetic context by 
allowing them to be linked to existing sequence data (which are primarily a few 
chloroplast genes). To place Hispaniolan taxa within a broader phylogenetic context, I 
will combine whole plastome sequences with publicly available data from a subset of 
commonly used plastid loci; phylogenies will be inferred using RAxML10. To resolve 
relationships among Hispaniolan species and across mountain ranges, I will use ASTRAL 
II11 to infer species trees from gene trees generated from the ~450 nuclear loci sampled.  
Biogeographic analyses- In order to place the evolutionary history of these lineages into 
a temporal context, I will generate time-calibrated phylogenies for each family using 
BEAST212 with secondary clade age and/or fossil calibrations. Species distributions will 
be estimated from georeferenced collection data and will be assigned to biogeographic 
regions delimited using QGIS to identify distinct montane areas (>1000 m elevation), 
lowland Hispaniola, and source areas elsewhere in the American tropics. This approach 
allows for areas to be delimited objectively (with an elevation threshold), calculate the 
area of different mountain systems and their connectivity, and robustly estimate rates of 
endemism within each montane hotspot. I will carry out biogeographic analyses using the 
R package SpeciesGeoCoder13, which co-estimates ancestral distributions of lineages and 
rates of migration between areas. Using this approach, I will be able to answer the 
principal questions outlined in the objectives of this proposal.  
Community building and outreach: Through extensive fieldwork in understudied areas, 
collaboration with local taxonomic experts, and training of students, this proposed work 
presents an exceptional opportunity to develop connections among IAPT-associated 
institutions and develop research capacity in the Caribbean. This work will advance a 
long-standing collaboration with researchers at the Jardín Botánico Nacional de Santo 
Domingo in the Dominican Republic and will support a broader research initiative that 
also includes Haitian colleagues associated with the Audubon Society and Jardin 
Botanique des Cayes. Together, we are seeking to generate an improved understanding of 
the plant diversity of Hispaniola, which remains understudied and is threatened with mass 
extinction due to habitat loss. Along with specimens housed at numerous natural history 
collections, specimen images will be used to develop digital floras of each mountain 
range, modeled after the digital Flora of Macaya National Park, Haiti, which was 
developed by colleagues at the Florida Museum of Natural History. I will train students 
as part of this trip, as well. Following field work, I will offer a three day field course in 
plant identification and taxonomy in collaboration with the Universidad Autónoma de 
Santo Domingo; a similar course that I taught in 2018 attracted 29 students. 
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